
8. Seller Product Collection Service (SPCS) 

8.1. SPCS – Third Party Logistic: Any seller can avail this service by 

sending an E-mail request to MARS. It will absolutely a seller choice 

either here MARS will suggest the seller to engage a courier service 

for pick up his product to deliver its drop hub or transit center or Seller 

can avail to engage itself with any third party logistic service / courier 

service to send his / her product to MARS transit center or MARS drop 

hub center. Seller agrees & confirm that he / she will avail this service 

at his own risk to ship the product into MARS transit center or MARS 

drop hub. In Any case, Seller shall have fulfilled the demand to reach 

the product in MARS within maximum 48 hours if the product status 

is sold from the date counted on. Seller shall be responsible for any 

damage, missing of the product & avail this service at his own risk, 

MARS shall not be responsible for any damages, loss / missing of any 

product only except any disputes by seller on handing duration at 

transit center or MARS drop hub by MARS staff proved in 

investigation by MARS & will compensate net purchase amount of the 

product to seller. Seller shall be responsible to pay any duties / taxes 

or any charges applicable by government concern to utilize this 

logistics service. This service shall be treated an extended support for 

seller to enhance shipment process as required or requested from 

seller end, Seller shall release & hold MARS from any duties, taxes, 

penalties, charges or any obligation raised by any government 

concern or private authority. MARS shall not act as a logistic servicer 

provider in support of this process by any means. 

8.2. SPCS- Logistics hiring by MARS: This service can be avail by 

performance-based seller on their written request to MARS through 

E-mail as per approval from MARS end. Seller agrees & confirm that 

he / she will avail this service at his own risk to transfer the stock into 

MARS transit center. MARS will assign / hire logistic support to pick 

the shipping product or inventory of seller who is availing FDS service 

to transfer stock into transit center. Seller shall be solely responsible 



for any loss / damage for any product on shipment up to customer end 

receiving. MARS shall not be responsible for any damages, loss / 

missing of any product only except any disputes by seller on handing 

duration at transit center or MARS drop hub by MARS staff proved in 

investigation by MARS & will compensate net purchase amount of the 

product to seller. Seller shall be responsible to pay any duties / taxes 

or any charges applicable by government concern to use this logistics 

service. Seller shall release & hold MARS from any duties, taxes, 

penalties, charges or any obligation raised by any government 

concern or private authority. MARS shall not act as a logistic servicer 

provider in support of this process by any means. 


